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Pattern Soup App Enables Users to Create Unique Collages and Patterns
Published on 12/31/15
Ultralab Apps introduces Pattern Soup 1.0 their new creative toolkit developed exclusively
for iOS devices. Pattern Soup makes it possible to create unique patterns by melding user
photography with artworks of contemporary designers. The variety of editing options and
backgrounds make sure you create the Pattern Soup of your taste. This release also marks
the collaboration between Ultralab Apps and modern artists from France, Belarus, Japan and
the USA.
Minsk, Belarus - Ultralab Apps today is proud to announce the availability of Pattern Soup
1.0, an app that stands out from hundreds of collage-making apps on the App Store. By
combining photo fragments with abstract backgrounds users can create unusual posts for
Instagram and Tumblr and print designs for posters, T-shirts and the like.
Pattern Soup serves as an introduction into the works of contemporary artists. The first
version of the app includes exciting patterns by Specialedition.co - a group of designers
from Kansas; illustrations by Yoko Honda distinguished by neon hues and unmistakable 80s
aesthetics; and pieces by Alain Vonck whose art is inspired by the digital culture of the
90s.
A unique pattern in Pattern Soup is created following an intuitive sequence of steps:
* Cutting out a photo fragment
* Applying a stylish grid
* Selecting an abstract background
Pattern Soup features Ultrastore - a unique service for promoting and selling digital
creative assets including photos, sketches, and illustrations. By launching the store and
opening access for creative individuals to submit their art, Ultralab Apps hopes to
facilitate the development of mobile design community and inspire people to pursue their
creative work.
Ultralab Apps team hopes Pattern Soup will be of much inspiration to iPhone users by
introducing them to the works of contemporary artists and by giving them an opportunity to
create artworks of their own.
Device requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 14.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Pattern Soup 1.0 is free with additional packs offered as in-app purchases and is
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Photo & Video category.
Ultralab:
http://ultralabapps.com
Pattern Soup 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pattern-soup/id1048789436
Screenshot:
http://apphunters.co/patternsoup/screen.jpg
App Icon:
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Founded in 2012, Ultralab is a community of talented developers, illustrators and
marketers committed to the idea of creating apps and games that inspire, empower and
entertain. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2015 Ultralab. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
property of their respective owners.
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